Who We Are

A growing sanitary habit is to use wipes
instead of normal toilet paper. This is good
because it helps people stay clean. However
just because wipes replace toilet paper
doesn’t mean they can be disposed of the
same way. To you it looks like the wipes go
down just like anything else. But just
because they are out of sight doesn’t mean
they should be out of mind.

The Fishers Wastewater Treatment
Plant is always trying to find better
ways to maintain water quality with
the least cost to the people of
Fishers.
Following the tips laid out in this
brochure will help us maintain our
above standard quality and
maintenance of our sanitary sewer
pipes.
Contact Us
Phone: 317-595-3281
Email: farnhanr@fishers.in.us
Web: fishers.in.us

The problem is that wipes do not
disintegrate like toilet paper. While toilet
paper will shred and break down within a
couple minutes wipes do not and will stay
completely intact until they are removed.

NONFLUSHABLE
ITEMS
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What goes down
might not go
away.

How Non-Flushable Items Cause
Problems
Once something is flushed it can reach a pump
or lift station within minutes and already the
debris is getting in the way and can get caught
on a rough patch, stuck on a rotating
mechanism, or caught in a screen. The screens
are there to catch bigger debris but once the
screen is full then water does not pass through
it causing backups and overflows.
Excess debris is costing Fishers Thousands of
dollars per clog every year:

It’s Not Just Wipes!

Many other household objects can cause
major problems such as:









Tissues
Floss
Cotton Swabs
Feminine Products
Diapers
Bandages
Kitty litter
Releasable ends of toilet brushes



Paper towels

Some of these products tell you that you can
flush them. However, The Water
Environment Federation (WEF) with the
help of Tracy Stevens a Pre-Treatment
Technician in Spokane, Washington, shows
how these products are not flushable and
will get caught and clog pipes, machines,
and more.
URL to WEF’s video: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=SLTVqkXVvNk




A crew must be sent out to clean out
the debris from pumps/pipes
The excessive strain and use on the
screens means they need replaced
more often



Steps have to be to try and handle
the debris that makes its way to the
Wastewater Treatment Plant



Overflows from clogs are illegal and
can cause hefty fines from EPA, State
and Local Health Department

These clogs can lead to backups causing
whatever you and your neighbors just
flushed to have no place to go except up, out,
and into your basement, yards, and drinking
water.

How Can You Help
The easiest fix is to throw away or
recycle anything you would have put in
the toilet.
Help spread the word to others to not
flush their trash. What others flush can
affect you and your home.
Don’t believe when a package says
that their product is flushable. Most
tests done are different than a sanitary
sewer environment.
Other Websites to Check Out


livegreen.recyclebank.com
Search: Flushable



today.com
Search: Flushable Wipes

